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1st - JFL at a glance 

About JFL 

JFL is a civil society and a non-governmental, non-profit organization, concerned with 

strengthening and promoting the culture of human rights in Syria, and it’s based in Deir Ezzor 
province. The Observatory aims to contribute in the implementation and promotion of the 

human rights culture, and support of activists in this area. We work towards this by informing 

citizens of their civil and political rights. We emphasizing the concept of “the rule of law” and its 
role in community development. We are building a base for human rights activity in Syria, 

through collection of human rights violations learning from our collective experience in a 

violent conflict zone and development of staff and resources. 

Since our initial work in 2013, we have grown to include a staff of 45 volunteers committed to 

our mission. We have successfully implemented projects with funding and collaboration from 

international. These projects focused on documentation of human rights violations, research 

and investigations and advocacy campaigns. 

Our Motto 

Today we observe for a better tomorrow 

Our Vision 

The Observatory endeavors to a Syrian society founded on the citizenship and the sovereignty 

of law, where all Syrians enjoy justice and equality. 

Our Message 

The message of FJL is to promote the justice by observing and documenting human rights 

violations, publishing statistics and reports in a professional manner in order to be used in 

peace building and achieving justice in Syria. JFL works on building the capacity of the Syrian 

activists in order to enable them to detect the truths, collecting proofs and archiving them. 

Our Values 

JFL believes that the human rights are original ones; all people enjoy these right equally and 

without neutralization. These rights are interconnected and not able to indivisibility and 

inalienable ones. 

The Strategic Objective 

To maintain the public rights and liberties such as freedoms of speech, expression, and belief. 

The History of JFL 

On March 21st , 2015 as a voluntary initiative by a small group of Deir Ezzor activists, an 

advocacy campaign was launched for breaking the siege that was laid by the group of Islamic 
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State and the Syrian government on some neighborhoods of Deir Ezzor city by media pressure 

on all actors in order to airdrop humanitarian aid on the city. 

After achieving its objectives and sharping the idea throughout different meetings among the 

founders, Justice for Life Observatory in Deir Ezzor was established on September 1st ,2015 to 

bear a heavy burden of plenty of violations in the area along with proofs that need to be 

collected and verified in a very difficult work environment. 

In April 2016, JFL joined the platform of OCHA in order to keep pressure on all actors for 

implementing the UN resolution No.2254 and the outputs of Munich meeting for airdropping 

humanitarian aid on the besieged neighborhoods of Deir Ezzor. 

In June 2016, JFL was registered in the Turkish city of Gaziantep under the number of 27-020-

001 as a non-governmental non-profit organization. 

Number and Facts about JFL 

Since it was established, JFL could publish 31 reports along with research papers that covered 

human rights violations that were committed, the air strikes impact, the public services 

situations, and the oil sector in Deir Ezzor governorate. 

JFL conducted 4 workshops in collecting proofs, fact-finding, introducing international 

humanitarian law and related international treaties. 

In advocacy campaigns that were led by JFL, it could achieve 200 media presence in the western 

and regional media platforms such as Washington Post, News Week, Huffington Post. It also 

published several researches in Atlantic Council. 

 

Achievements 

·        Documents and Report: 

JFL published 26 reports and papers that focused on different aspects of human rights 

violations, international humanitarian law, and the international criminal law in order to 

facilitate the transitional justice and promote the processes of peace building in the next stage. 

JFL always seeks at preserving the documents at high credibility and quality along with 

collecting data regardless of the affiliation of victims and preparators. The observatory puts its 

expertise and capacities for supporting the documenters and all parties working in this domain. 

JFL conducts constantly workshops for human rights activists for sharpening their skills in the 

processes of truth-finding. Moreover, JFL conducts training courses in preparing for advocacy 

campaigns and participating in human rights symposiums. This increased the number of 

volunteers in the observatory. 

·        Advocacy 
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JFL implements workshops for preparing for advocacy campaigns that affect in social change 

and policies and lobbying for a certain cause in order to influence on the actors such as decision 

makers, research centers, public leaders. JFL led many advocacy campaigns for defending the 

besieged civilians in Deir Ezzor. It paid off for 100 humanitarian airdrops on Deir Ezzor 

neighborhoods.   

  

How does JFL work ? 

The first phase of JFL work cycle is done by collecting proofs and facts related to the violation 

by JFL team inside Syria. Then, these proofs shall be analyzed, studied, classified by three 

human rights specialists in JFL legal office. 

The second phase: is to complement the information and collected proofs and archiving them 

in a special data base. 

The third phase: preparing human rights reports by making use of the verified information. 

Then to publish and promote these reports through press and decision making centers. 

When a need for advocacy for some cause emerges, JFL starts an advocacy campaign benefiting 

from numbers and statistics it has and targets the essential actor who may change. 

  

FAQs 

1-      What does JFL works? 

The basic work of JFL in to document human rights violations, preserve the proofs that convict 

the preparators, maintain the victims’ rights in Deir Ezzor throughout a team based in Syria. JFL 
follows up continuously the process of analyzing these collected data and proofs in order to 

publish human rights reports concerning the violation of international human rights law, the 

international humanitarian law, and the international criminal law. JFL sheds the light on 

certain cases of violations periodically in order to be used in advocacy campaigns 

2-      Does JFL have a team based in Syria? 

Yes, JFL has reporters and data collectors in Deir Ezzor city and its countryside, Idleb province, 

and the Self-rule held areas such as Al Hasakeh and Al Qamishli. 

3-      Does JFL document the violations that are committed by all parties? 

Certainly yes, JFL works on observing and verifying all violations in the covered Syrian territories 

regardless of the affiliation of the preparators and the victims.     
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2nd  - Introduction 

Overview on the province: 

DeirEzzor province is located in the east of Syria, an area of( 33.06) thousand square km, and 

occupies (9.17%) of the area of Syria, with a population of 1,101,3081 thousand people at 

present- before the revolution there was 1,692,0002 thousand people. The province is located 

on the banks of the Euphrates River that depends on it in agriculture as an essential economic 

pattern. It contains a number of oil and gas fields which are very important in Syria. 

Historically, DeirEzzor is considered as a great museum as a large number of archaeological 

sites have been discovered, which are rich for its monuments that belong to the Greek, Roman, 

Persian and the Palmerian age3. the most important one is Dura-Euripus in addition to Burgus, 

Mary and Dorechtlemu monuments. It also includes a lot of such undiscovered sites, and some 

of archaeologists think that the  innovation of agriculture in this area belongs to thousands of 

years. 

DeirEzzor has been named with more than one name, the oldest of these names was Shora4, 

which means barn and then it was changed to "Deir Basir" due to the existence of a Christian 

monastery near the current town of "Albsera5", then changed to "Deir Hatlif" and then to "Deir 

Al Rumman6" because of the existence of abundance of fruits, and finally settled on the Deir al-

Zour, the Al-Zour name has a number of meanings, including "forest7", also means "broad 

chest8" which is an irrigated agricultural area, and due to the visit by people of the rural areas 

to this monastery. Whereas, some believe this name came from the roar of lion, for having lots 

of lions in the past. Finally, it was said the word Zour came from the river's bending and 

inclination in this area9. 

The residents of DeirEzzor are mostly from nomadic Arab tribes that settled in the city during 

the eighteenth, nineteenth and the twentieth century. The largest of these tribes is the tribe of 

Baggara and Aekadat, in addition to a number of other Arab tribes. There are also a number of 

Kurdish and Armenian families. 

On April 22nd, 2011, the demonstrations came out in the province against the government, 

which had controlled the entire province at that time, which was the beginning of civil 

activities. there were many demonstrations before it in the month of June 2012, where the 

"Free Army" factions have controlled most areas of the province. Whereas the "government 

                                                           
1 Deirezzor population according to a UN program. 
2   ِ According to Syrian Statistics Central office 
3 The Civilization of Al Furat Valley, Ayyash, Abdulkader. 
4 It was mentioned in a book of Ahmad Al Soussa 
5 Al Soussa, Ahmad 
6 Moujam Al Buldan, Al Hamwi, Yaqout 
7 Ibid 
8 Liwa Al Zour in Ottoman Age, Salibi, Omer 
9 Ibid 

https://jfldz.org/?p=2587
https://youtu.be/QGVjKlFsGLU
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troops" kept control on a number of neighbourhoods in the city and the surrounding villages. In 

July 2014, "ISIS" dominated the majority of the province with the exception of "Al Qusour, Al 

Joura and Harabish" neighbourhoods within the city along with a number of military units and 

the Military Airport of DeirEzzor.  "ISIS   " has changed the name of the province from " 

DeirEzzor to" Wilayat Al Kheir". 

In an attempt of civilians to adapt with the shelling, they fled to the basements of their homes 

and their buildings. They fled to the countryside to live and work as the countryside were not 

exposed to bombing as much as the places that they have come from. others fled to more 

secure countries, such as Turkey 

However, there are civilians who have adapted with the bombing in their towns and homes, for 

reasons related to their inability to flee. Nevertheless, these civilians avoid going down to the 

market or going to the mosques, in order to avoid shelling while they are in these places 

The aerial bombardment led to a total destruction in certain sites, and partial destruction in 

other places of the city and its countryside. it also led to the death of many civilians and the 

injury of children, women and men with permanent disabilities as a result of their presence in 

civilian areas that have been targeted. Furthermore, the emergence of psychological disorders 

for some, especially children, for what these children experienced during hearing the awful roar 

of the flying warplanes and the huge thundering explosions along with the number of civilian 

victims 10(92211) since the beginning of Jan 1, 2016  until Nov 1, 2016 

Bombing the bridges connecting the two banks of the Euphrates River in DeirEzzor had a huge 

impact on the civilian, as the destruction of bridges has stopped the life running between the 

city and its countryside. It has been serving the civilian economically for transporting goods and 

vegetables. Medically, there are hospitals on one bank that are not found on the other one. It 

means that thousands of patients will never be able to be hospitalized, and this will increase 

deaths in these areas. 

It should be noted that the bridges that were destroyed recently are; bridge of AlSeyassah, 

which connects the city and the countryside, “Al-Asharah" bridge that reaches between the city 

and the "Swaidan," , The Almayadin Bridge, that connects between the city and "Theban, AL 

Bakaan Bridge which links between "Bakaan" and "Abu Hassan" ,Al salhya  bridge that connects 

the "Abbas" and "Majaodh, and  small farms, and some bridges on secondary roads 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
10 Both in/outside Deir Ezzor 
11 According to JFLDZ 

https://youtu.be/DDHzczMmuxw
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3rd - Methodology 

The report has contained samples from airstrikes which targeted the civilian locations in Deir Ez 

Zor governorate. Air strikes targeted the city of Deir Ez Zor ( Al Ordy neighborhood, Al Takaya 

street), Almayadin city ( Al Aeed yard and popular market), Abu Kamal city (Near to Omar Bin 

Khatab mosque) Al Kassra town(shops in Muhamedah village) Al Tibni town (some civilins’ 
houses in Al Khan rally and the salt mine) including bridges. The report is covering the regime, 

allies and Coalition air strikes while it did not include the locations that have been believed that 

they might be military targets due to the difficulty of getting the details around the targeted 

locations because the rejection of any request to ISIS   for reach those locations during the air 

striking and aftermath. 

Under the purpose of saving lives in Deir Ez Zor, the Justice for Life Observatory in DeirEzzor has 

established a team containing nine people, seven of them have participated in a workshop in 

two sectors; the first sector was conducted for two days aiming to review the legal framework 

for the randomly airstrikes in the civilian areas and the legal framework of torturing and 

maltreatment. 

During those two days, two types of reports have been designed; one about the randomly 

airstrikes and another about maltreatment in Deir Ez Zor governorate. Accordingly, the tasks 

have been divided between the trainees and two teams have been established with one 

coordinator for each team. The trainees during one month and five days have collected testifies 

for both reports through direct interviews and via communication tools such as Skype, 

Whatsapp and phone calls. The report has depended on twenty testifies in its methodology. 

These testifies have been collected and conducted by the observatory researchers as there are 

fifteen testifies which have been collected from direct interviews and five of them have been 

collected from direct calls conducted in and out Syria. 

 

4th - Challenges 

Testifies collectors have faced some challenges during collection and writing reports; 

Conducting communication between researchers and witnesses inside Deir Ez Zor governorate 

and getting testifies due to fears from “ISIS” and from government troop which threatens the 

life of researcher and witness during the testifies collection or aftermath. Also, the movement 

inside the governorate due to checkpoints of the Government troops and “ISIS” members. Not 

mentioning the small amount of budget for transportation in and out Deir Ez Zor governorate. 

In addition, some of witnesses have refused to mention their names because they were afraid 

of arresting. The difficulty of defining the airstrikes responsibility especially between the 

Russian and government troops.  
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Moreover, the inability of the reports to cover tens of attacks as there were difficulties for 

conducting a detailed investigation about the airstrikes although the general media sources 

talked about civilian casualties in those attacks. The Observatory could not cover that incidents 

due to the difficulties in reaching a several sources as the targeted areas is under “ISIS” control 
and it suffers from shortage of information, electricity, internet connection along with fear that 

people and collectors are feeling there. In addition, there was no sign for military existence 

near to targeted areas. 

 

5th - Executive Summary 

The civilians in DeirEzzor province are still being killed due to indiscriminate 

attacks/disproportionate that they are exposed to almost daily by government troops and their 

allies and the international coalition in the fourth feast day Eid al-Adha, 25 civilians dropped 

dead on Sep 15, 2016, including seven children and two women, as a result of warplanes 

bombing it was likely Russian to a yard where children play in AlMayadin in the east of 

DeirEzzor center. 

 

illegal Bombardments continue targeting vital sites and vital facilities. The Observatory have 

documented on Aug 16, 2016 Ten civilians, including a woman killed by the bombing of flight 

related to the government troops and there, a bakery in the Alummal St in DeirEzzor city. on 

Oct 16, 2016, a flight which was likely related to Russian troops targeted with six raids Al Syasia 

bridge in DeirEzzor city which caused the destruction of it and putting it out of service 

altogether. 

A video, JFL obtained a copy, showed the targeting of a popular market in Al Bukamal city in the 

east of DeirEzzor on Nov 5, 2015 from the flight which is likely related to the government 

troops and their allies. 

 

The observatory demands to  halt all indiscriminate attacks and  disproportionate  attacks on 

civilian areas and civilian property and infrastructure and vital installations in DeirEzzor 

province, and the need to take the necessary procedures to refer the situation to the judiciary 

in addition to the International Criminal Court or to the special courts and calling the Security 

Council in this process to assume its responsibilities and to  begin a real procedures to ensure 

accountability and not impunity  and  pressing on the actors, and especially the United States 

and the Russian Federation and stakeholders to engage in a comprehensive peace process that 

will lead to the cessation of war and the returning of the displaced people and respecting the 

rights of the Syrian rights and international humanitarian law . 

 

6th- The legal framework  

In the Declaration of the International Committee of the Red Cross on July 17th, 2012 described 

the situation in Syria as a non-international character/internal armed conflict (Syria: ICRC Arab 

http://www.un.org/en/sc/
http://www.un.org/en/sc/
https://www.icrc.org/eng/resources/documents/update/2012/syria-update-2012-07-17.htm
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Syrian Red Crescent continue to make relief efforts amid intensified fighting) a description that did 

not meet any arguing from the Syrian government or from any of the international/Syrian 

organizations involved in Syrian affairs. 

Accordingly, the rules of international law are fully applicable in this case, in particular 

international human rights law and the rules of international humanitarian law/law of war law, 

especially Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions 

1949, ratified by Syria in November of 1953, which applies to all Syrian territory and on all 

actors in the conflict, Russia is also a party of the four Geneva Conventions and their Additional 

Protocols. 

Article 3 in its parts related to the following: 

In the case of armed conflict which is not of an international character in the land of one of the 

contracting parties, each party of conflict commits to apply the following judgments as a 

minimum. 

people taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed troops who have 

laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any 

other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any adverse distinction 

founded on race, color, , religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any other similar criteria. 

The nature of the  war has evolved in DeirEzzor by the  intervention of  the coalition  led by the 

USA against “ISIS” , and later the Russian intervention  to the Syrian government caused that 

the other countries of the non-government involved in this conflict and of course is obliged to 

implement and apply and respect all the principles of international humanitarian law, especially 

during military operations, especially  discrimination  principle and proportionality and taking  

all precautions to minimize civilian casualties. 

Finally, all parties of the conflict are obliged of customary rules of international humanitarian 

law which are applicable on the armed conflict of international nature or non-international, 

alike. 

 

7th - Government troops and allies’ attacks 

1. The bombing on Al Khan area in the town of Al Tibni 

On Oct 19, 2016, Syrian government-likely warplane has bombed civilian homes in Alkhan 

which is located between the towns of AlTibni and Ashmitia west DeirEzzor leading to the death 

of seven civilians, including three children (below the age of eighteen), two women and 

destroying one house and the damaged of the rest noting that the area free from any military 

target. 

https://www.icrc.org/eng/resources/documents/update/2012/syria-update-2012-07-17.htm
https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D9%90%D8%A8%D9%86%D9%90%D9%8A%D8%8C+%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%E2%80%AD/@35.5918518,39.8414577,321m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x1537dab8e501feb1:0x73d62b568b634698!8m2!3d35.604681!4d39.8193219?hl=ar
https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D9%90%D8%A8%D9%86%D9%90%D9%8A%D8%8C+%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%E2%80%AD/@35.5918518,39.8414577,321m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x1537dab8e501feb1:0x73d62b568b634698!8m2!3d35.604681!4d39.8193219?hl=ar
https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D9%90%D8%A8%D9%86%D9%90%D9%8A%D8%8C+%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%E2%80%AD/@35.6034546,39.8303319,2569m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x1537dab8e501feb1:0x73d62b568b634698!8m2!3d35.604681!4d39.8193219?hl=ar
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The map shows the shelling location in Alkhann Al Tibni 

 

The map shows the shelling location in Alkhann Al Tibni 

 

According to the witness, Mahmoud Al Taha to the Observatory:” that the targeted location is a 

civil place and there is no military target, and that two rockets dropped on an empty place 

while the third fell on the homes of civilians. 
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The witness thought "the flight  that  has bombed AlKhan area by the three rockets from a 

normal type12, belong to the government troops because the plane colour was silver13, and two 

rockets of them landed in empty places while the third rocket has targeted populated civil 

houses in agricultural lands which are about 5 km away from the salt mine which was used by  

“ISIS”  as a residence and the bombing of the Khan has left six martyrs of the area, including 
two children and two women and four injured, and they have been moved to  Altibni clinic and 

then to the hospitals of Alraqqa city which was under the “ISIS”  control”. 

The sayings of the witness Obaid Al Mahmoud matched the sayings of the witness, Mahmoud 

Taha as the targeted place was civil and empty of military targets and added: “between 4 and 5 
o'clock in the afternoon on Sep 9, 2016 Alkhan area has been targeting which belongs to Altibbi 

in the western DeirEzzor countryside which is about 50 km away from DeirEzzor city centre”. 

houses was targeted which was a civilian area, not a military by warplane thought to be 

Russian, by number of rockets, because of the explosion and the high flying force, and witness 

mentioned that "warplane launched two raids in every raid fired two rockets, and separating 

the raids a few minutes where each raid targeted a single house, which located in an 

agricultural area on the bank of the Euphrates River, which are two houses for the people of Al 

tibni town  and no military or other headquarters in the region”. 

Obeid continues: "The two houses which were destroyed are for Abdul Alrezej that destroyed 

(70%) and Fadel Al-Ramadan, which was destroyed simply due to the occurrence of the rocket 

next to the house and the presence of abundance trees, which decreased the blast, after the 

two raids seven people was killed, six of Alrezej family and one of the Ramadan's family were 

killed, one wounded named Maher dragged to Alraqa due to the lack of hospitals in the area of 

Altibni”. 

                                                           
12 The government troops used this type of rockets since the beginning of the uprising 
13 The warplane is likely MIG due to the silver color as the sun rays are reflected on it. 

https://www.google.com.tr/maps/search/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D9%90%D8%A8%D9%86%D9%90%D9%8A,+%D9%85%D8%AD%D8%A7%D9%81%D8%B8%D8%A9+%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%B1+%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B2%D9%88%D8%B1,+%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%86%D8%AC%D9%85+%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%84%D8%AD%E2%80%AD/@35.5516785,39.8115672,321m/data=!3m1!1e3?hl=ar
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Photo of shelled houses in Al Khan, Al tibni in September 19th 2016. The source is one of the locals 

 

Photo of shelled houses in Al Khan, Al tibni in September 19th 2016. The source is one of the locals 

 

2. The bombing of Al Eid Square in Almayadin in the east of  DeirEzzor city of cluster 

bombs: 

The Fourth day of the Eid on Sep 15, 2016 a military warplane  belonging to the Russian troops 

targeted children playing in a yard near Abdul Jabbar AL Obead School, the Agricultural Bank 

and the garage, where twenty-five civilians, including seven children and two women were 

killed and through a telephone conversation with Sami Al Sami who was a witness of the 
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bombing, said: "on Thursday morning at 11:30,  and at this place there were not any military 

headquarters, and  beside the yard there was a School which was inhabited by displaced  

people from DeirEzzor, and beside it there was also a yard  for gathering vans and taxies, there 

was a large white warplane flying low altitude, the warplane was visible to  people in the street, 

and suddenly a mass of fire came out of it, and they were only  seconds  and there were 

Simultaneous explosions, and  at the same time it caused a state of  panic among the people. 

The chaos prevailed. 

 

 

The map shows the shelled location in Almayadin city  

 

 

The witness, Kaled assured   what was said in the  testimony of Sami Al Sami: " a white 

warplane flew, it was  likely Russian because its low  altitude and the strength of the strike, 
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after a period of time it bombed a small square in Almayadin city close to Abdul Jabbar AL 

Obead school and the new garage, there were children games, using cluster bombs, it was 

known from the explosions caused by the bombs, because the fragments reached a post-

cardamom market-which was approximately one km away from the bombing site and killed one 

person there, bombing caused more than twenty martyrs and many injuries and after about ten 

minutes the warplane itself returned and targeted the reviving center of the countryside with 

an airstrike and it also targeted the center of Al Rahba  Castle." 

                                

                            Piece of the bomb                               iron balls came out of the explosion 

 

3. The bombing of the Alummal ST in DeirEzzor city 

warplanes at the dawn of Aug 16, 2016 targeted a bakery in  Alummal street in the in the city of 

DeirEzzor, which led to the killing of  ten civilians, including a woman ,Salim, the witness of the 

incident in his speech for bombing said : 

“at 5:45 am on Monday Aug 16, 2016 warplane bombed a  the Alummal St which was under the 

control of the “ISIS”  in the city of DeirEzzor. 
 

Salim said: "That a  green warplane fired two missiles at AlNoor  Oven in the Alummal St during 

the presence of the  oven Alummal, and a number of civilians who were standing at the oven to 

buy bread from it which led to significant damage to the building in which  the oven was in, 

killing ten civilians, including a woman on the spot and injured six others, while a number of 

others remained trapped under the rubble, and there was an attempt lasted for three hours to 

get them out, but that due to non-availability of the necessary drilling tools have not been able 

to rescue them what led to their deaths. " 

 

4. Bombing the gathered shops in Almehmadi village affiliates to  Kasra in the 

countryside of the DeirEzzor 

warplanes belong to the government troops and their allies Targeted on Aug 9, 2016 shops 

downtown residential community in the public streets and the shops belong to the kanos family 

in Almhemideh village which belongs to Alkasrah in the western countryside of the city.  

https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/Mhaymidah%D8%8C+%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%E2%80%AD/@35.4473769,40.0843262,1287m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x154823f3ead3d9e7:0xc3472f81065c3c0b!8m2!3d35.4472504!4d40.0799704?hl=ar
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The Observatory has been able to document the deaths of fourteen civilians, including a 

woman by name, while other witnesses talked about more than this number has been witness 

Mohammad al-Mohammad said (a nick name): 

 

"About four o'clock in the afternoon of Aug 9, 2016 The warplane are likely to be Russian. 

type (SU or MiG-29) according to the specifications as it has been and the destruction was 

huge, these planes has launched two raids, each raid has fired two rockets on shops, In 

addition, there is no long time between raids”. 

 

the witness adds: "that these raids resulted in the full destruction of the shops and the deaths 

of 25 civilians in Mhemideh while 35 wounded were moved to Alraqqa hospitals and Mayadin 

due to the lack of hospitals in the town, noting that the nearest hospital for the town is about 

70 kilometres”. 

The Observatory continued with Ahmed Ali, one of the people in the region, who in turn 

communicated with members of his area as transferred to him:” that on Aug 9, 2016 I received 
information from my friends through social media confirms a massacre in the town of 

Mhemideh in the western countryside of DeirEzzor and about 15 km away from the city 

centre”. 

" This information shows that warplane likely to be Russian has launched two raids four o'clock 

in the afternoon, launched in each raid two rockets targeted shops located in the middle of 

populated community and commercial civilians, in the massacre have died dozens of people 

and others wounded, while the injured were taken to hospitals in Alraqqa city and Mayadin 

which are tens kilometres away from the town because of the lack of hospitals in Mhemideh”. 

And witness Ali refers to 

 "that the bombing led to the destruction of many of the shops and razed to the ground, and 

the region which has been bombed is a civilian area and has no military points or armed 

troops, several days after the massacre , two charred bodies have been found over the 

nearby school of the blast, the it has not been identified to the bodies because of the 

distortion, and likely to be the bodies boys under 18 and the two bodies have been left to the 

roof of the school because of the force of the explosion”. 

 

5. Attacking a public market and surroundings Omar Bin Khatab mosque on the Nov 5th, 

2015 

On the Nov 5, 2015, Warplane Fighters likely belonging to government troops and their allies 

had bombed a public market near to Omar Bin Khatab mosque, noting that the targeted 

https://youtu.be/3aYEF2vrtPQ
https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/%D8%AC%D8%A7%D9%85%D8%B9+%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%A7+%D8%B9%D9%85%D8%B1+%D8%A8%D9%86+%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AE%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%A8%E2%80%AD/@34.4487947,40.922554,163m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x5a255ee3d6829c3f!8m2!3d34.4488455!4d40.9225159?hl=ar
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location was free from military targets as it was a civilian place containing shops for selling fuel 

and vegetables in AbuKamal city southern east DeirEzZor governorate which causes forforty 

one killed person and destroying the shops were there. 

 

 

The map shows the shelled location in Alboukmal city  

 

 

Dawood Al Khaled (nickname)14 is owner of vehicles repairing shop was going to his shop during 

the time of striking and he informed the Observatory that: “it was habit between people there 

                                                           
14 Name is unrevealed for security reasons 

https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A8%D9%88+%D9%83%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%8C+%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%E2%80%AD/@34.4525981,40.951367,10420m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x15463f8d633dcad5:0x76132ccb499c5ba0!8m2!3d34.4653258!4d40.9081831?hl=ar
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to conduct the shopping in Thursday from the week because Friday is a holiday and people 

want to bring their needs during Thursday which cause to people crowding”. 

Khaled has explained: “about ten thirty from that day morning, I was in AlMaari street which is 
far from the targeted location about 400 meters, I was going to my work while I saw a warplane 

from the bunkers and AlSinaa side which located in the eastern part from AbuKamal city, the 

warplane has dropped a rocket and then a huge explosion happened near to Omar Bin Khatab 

mosque and after less than ten minutes, the same plan has dropped another rocket targeted 

AlSukarya side north the city”.   

 

The photo shows the moment of shelling on Omar Bin Khatab mosque in Albukmal city- Source: from an 

activist from Alboukmal  

The witness continued:“I arrived to the attacked location after the second rocket where “ISIS”   
members prevented people who came to rescue the injured from approaching but when they 

started randomly shooting to separate the people, the people attacked “ISIS”  members and 
rescue the injured people and due to preventing, many people had burned that day because of 

targeted fuel shops where there”. 

The area has targeted by two rockets and there were ten minutes between them which leaded 

to the death of some children as Khaled has confirmed: “ the first rocket down in Moath Al Dibs 
house and five from his children have been killed and their names, where the other rocket has 

been dropped in the main street near to vehicles repairing shops and fuel shops which leaded 

to huge explosion burned many people who came to rescue the injured from the first rocket”. 
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They have been killed and their faces signs have been lost completely. Also, many members 

from medical crew have been killed as will with the people who came for rescuing. 

The remains of the victims have been littered due to the severity of rockets explosion. Khaled 

has mentioned: “both of explosions were huge and the victim’s remains have been littered, as 

some of the remains have been found on the roofs of near houses around the explosions 

locations and the effects were heavily damaged in houses and shops. Also, side from Omar Bin 

Khatab has been destroyed and the walls of Tishreen School with burning of many cars and 

motorcycles were near to the location. Some of my relatives have been killed and two have 

been injured. All of them were civilian people who came to rescue the injured people there. 

“What I saw is that the warplane was SU jets which dropped the two rockets twice where no 

one from ISIS members has replay with anti-warplane weapons” 

The witness has mentioned “among victims from idlib and Iraq were repairing their cars and 
other people were paying fuel for their cars and no one from them has been recognized after 

the strike. There were people who disappeared completely among the victims like . There were 

people from AlHeree village that we never found any part from their buddies there. When I 

went to Aysha hospital, I saw 26 completely burned buddies and there were no possibilities to 

recognize their IDs”. 

Next witness was Ali Al Ahmad (Nickname) is working in library. The witness has informed the 

Observatory: “the targeted location called Touaibah and located in the way of Alsuwayeh and it 
contain shops for selling fuel, garden, school, and cemetery near to Omar Bin Al Khatab 

mosque. There was parking yard for cars in the area as well. The area is crowded from 9 o'clock 

to 13 o'clock, it is located in the beginning of the market, as there are car repairing shops. Near 

to the school, a civilian neighborhood located there”. 

Ali Al Ahmad add on his witness:” when the first strike happened, I was in my work place. The 
air strike has targeted the beginning of the market with unknown number of rockets and 

because am far from targeted location, I was not able to define the number of the rockets have 

been dropped there. I knew after the strike that there were five civilians killed directly. I went 

to the location aiming to help the rescue operation when the second air strike targeted the 

civilian houses and shops in ugly way. The second strike happened after the first one with six 

minutes between them but it happened during the gathering of people who came to rescue the 

injured victims after the first strike”.  

The injured people have been taken to special hospitals because the general hospital was out of 

service. People have suffered from the shortage in the medical staffs and medical machines. 

Ahmad said: “people have been taken to special hospitals because the general hospitals were 

out of services. There were burned buddies due to the fuel shops have been targeted and 

explosion there as many people who came to help have been burned as well. I saw more than 

13 burned buddies and more than fifty wounded people”.  
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Witness Muhammad Saeed testify has matched with testifies of other witnesses. Muhammad 

Said is an owner of building shop in AbuKamal city and he is living now in Turkey in Alazg as he 

said:”at 10:30 am from the Nov 5th, 2015, two air strikes targeted AbuKamal city. I was in meat 

market which is far around 150 meters from the targeted place. When I heard the rocket 

explosion voice, I looked where the rocket has been dropped and I knew that the location is 

near to Omar Bin Khatab mosque and immediately I went to the location to look for my 

nephew as he was there. People started gathering for rescue the injured people or to look for 

their relatives if they were there”. 

The witness continues saying: “the area was so crowded with people and I was not able to cross 

the way with my car so I went to the targeted location from deferent way and before I reached 

the location, the warplane has back again from the western part of the city so I have escaped 

with my car as the next airstrike was started while people whom came to rescue still gathered 

in the location. I went again to the location and I had witnessed a real tragedy. The dead people 

were everywhere. The explosion was huge”. 

The base of “ISIS” which is located in Tishreen School near to targeted location not received any 

damages as the witness confirmed that. Saeed said: “the targeted places a civilian place as it 
contains a lot of fuel shops and cars repairing shops. In the front of the location, there was 

Tishreen School which is the base of “ISIS” . It did not receive any damages. What really got 
damages is the school wall as it falls”.  

Seed describe targeted locations by rockets saying: 

 “the first rocket has targeted the house of Muath Al Dibis above the shops in the same street 
as five from his children were killed that day and the other rocket has targeted the street 

after the gathering of people whom came for rescue the wounded people. After the second 

strike, the burned buddies were everywhere because there were fuel shops in the street. The 

entry of Omar Bin Khatab mosque was destroyed completely and with five cars and some 

bicycles. People hurried up to rescue the take the wounded to hospitals while the others 

rescued the wounded to AlIshara and Almayadin hospitals”.  

 

The witness continues explaining the situation of the city after the incident as hi mentioned 

that: “people continue looking for their relatives around the location for two days while the 
killed people have been buried including people buried without defining their identities. The 

killed people were more than 100 people because there were strangers who came to the city 

and they were in the same location. Some people still receiving treatment after what they had 

faced there which leaded to permanent disabilities”.  
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6. The bombing next to the domed market in Almayadin in the east of DeirEzzor: 

On Sep 28, 2015 two warplanes, likely Russian, bombed a popular market in the center of 

Almayadin city, which was a (Domed Market - Second hand goods market - Mayadin Centre 

Mall). It was a civilian site and there was not a military presence in the region, that caused 

casualties among civilian. JFL documented twenty civilians, including nine children, two women 

and injuring dozens of civilians. 

 

Maps shows the shelled location in Almayadin, east of DeirEzzor. 

 

 

https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/%D8%B4%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B9+%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%88%D9%82+%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%82%D8%A8%D9%8A,+Al+Mayadin,+%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%E2%80%AD/@35.0248806,40.4539276,323m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x154870bfa722486d:0xaf38ebbdf8608a1c!2z2LTYp9ix2Lkg2KfZhNiz2YjZgiDYp9mE2YXZgtio2YosIEFsIE1heWFkaW4sINiz2YjYsdmK2Kc!3b1!8m2!3d35.0249136!4d40.4527796!3m4!1s0x154870bfa722486d:0xaf38ebbdf8608a1c!8m2!3d35.0249136!4d40.4527796?hl=ar
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This site is very crowded, especially in the early morning hours as it is the place for shopping, 

securing the everyday needs of people. “ISIS” prevented approaching the target area at the 

beginning, the injured people were taken to hospitals and private clinics, at the time the “ISIS” 
hospitals refused to receive casualties. 

 

The witness Khalaf (a pseudonym) said: “that at about one o'clock afternoon, I had been in the 
place of my work, and I heard the sound of warplanes, and they were clear and low, their color 

was near to Silver white, and fired four missiles. " 

The witness added: "The warplane fired a missile at the same moment on the target area, 

which were a civilian area, number of dead and wounded people fell. “ISIS” prevented the local 

residents of entering to the place of the bombing, and elements of “ISIS” did not minister the 
injured people. But the local residence intervened and began to assist and carried the bodies 

from the place. the scene was terrifying as the killed bodies of forty aged people were scattered 

in the place, and the same number of the injured had serious injuries and some of them had 

amputated limbs. Local residents were those who assisted the wounded to the industry 

hospital, which was overseen by the “ISIS”, as other wounded were taken to a private doctor or 
private hospital ". 

 

The witness spoke about a special case among the casualties, saying: 

 

 "that injured person at the age of 18 years, he had offered him  a help to the industry 

Hospital, and he was hit below the knee but  the foot bone  was not been hurt, his foot was 

bandaged and he had been  taken out  from the hospital under the pretext of the existence of 

pressure situations stationed around the airport, he  went to  his house and four days later 

his toes began to tend to  blackness, his family took him to the hospital of AL Shahir, after 

examining him the doctor confirmed the need to amputate it. " 
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A photo for the young man who was hospitalized in Al Senaa hospital. The young man sent his photo to JFL 

 

The witness described, after the fall of the missile: " the heaviest missile is the one which 

landed near a mosque Al harib, because it fell on the compound for the sale of second hand 
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and new clothes in addition to the wholesale shops of food and household items. My relative 

was hit by a shrapnel under the knee joint as many wounded lost limbs, and I saw one of them 

his hand was cut off at the shoulder because of the shrapnel. Among the dead there were 

women because there was a market for women close to the place. In addition to the death of 

Yasser Aharib with his three children, and a lot of the dead who I did not know, while  there was 

a great destruction of the shops surrounding the place”. 
The second missile landed on a new building owned of the family of AlSaai which consisted of 

four floor, and was empty of people, but the neighboring building homes were destroyed  by 

the missile, the third missile was on Ziad  AlShu'aybi home, a three-stores building located 

behind the market. 

The fourth missile was on a four-store building and is located behind Al Aharib mosque, and 

inhabited by a component of “ISIS” called Abu Bara Allazghani, but the building was empty at 
the moment of targeting, and no one of the “ISIS” was killed. " 

The witness A.J, a resident in Turkey, whom had been meet directly by the researchers of the 

observatory, spoke saying: "The Russian aviation bombed the domed market in Almayadin city 

where the local residents or who were living around the city shopped from .It was a civilian 

place in the absence of any  military headquarters of the target area. 

 

The two Russian warplanes, which bombed the market, their colors were dark green military 

camouflage, two SU raided twice in, each raid fired two missiles which were cluster because   a 

lot of shrapnel scattered. 

These raids have killed more than 50 civilians and hit hundreds of wounded people who were 

assisted to the hospitals in Almayadin, and a lot of people had amputated limbs, while some of 

them lost their sight due to the shelling, As for the magnitude of the destruction, it was so 

great, especially in the shops in addition to the burning of a lot of goods. " 

The witness A.j spoke  about the injury of his son as a result of the bombing, saying: "During the 

bombing of flight I was going with my mom and my  fifteen years son  to the doctor's clinic to 

treat my mom, and suddenly we heard a loud explosion, so we lied down while my son stayed 

standing for several seconds  then fell on the ground, and he began to bleed from his head 

where a shrapnel led to the loss of his sight. " 

In this context, the   fifteen years witness J.A and who I took his testimony in  a direct interview 

in the presence of his father stressed: 

 

"While I was walking with my father and my grandmother in the market heading to the 

doctor's clinic to treat my grandmother, we heard a loud explosion, so my father and my 

grandmother lied down quickly, but I was hurt by a shrapnel in my head which caused the 

loss of my sight. It was the explosion of a missile as two warplanes raided and each one fired 

two missiles and the sound of the explosion was great . " 
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7. bombing three sites in DeirEzzor city 

The Observatory met in Turkey Jassem al-Ali, a witness (a pseudonym), which talked about the 

three incidents he witnessed: 

 

Targeting Al Takaya street in the city of DeirEzzor: 

Al Takaya Street which is downtown DeirEzzor was targeted on Feb 21, 2014 which led to the 

destruction of a number of shops and killing one person according to the documentation of 

Justice Observatory, and the target site was a market where there were commercial and 

clothes shops, houses of civilians and there was not  any military site 

Jassim said to  the observatory: 

 

 "on Feb 21,2014 on Friday at 8:45 am, I came out of my house in Al Aradi St and headed to Al 

Takaya St in the city of DeirEzzor for taking photographs , I arrived at 9 o'clock to Al Takaya St 

after AlYakaza Club (the street was almost empty, the person who sold smoke was called  

Boraay, another one sold vegetables  and several others), I heard a sound it  liked the roar of 

the plane it was approaching fast, I tried to take out my camera to take a photo to it , and I 

heard a strong sound and I felt  a heavy  pressure behind me at about 100 meters, the 

explosion caused dust at  about  50 meters away from me . 

Number of shrapnel entered  in my left side and settled  in the middle of the abdomen, also 

three shrapnel entered in my right foot and settled near the foot muscle (two small and  a 

large one),  I took a  refuge in the entrance of a  building escaping  the shrapnel which was 

falling heavily, meantime, the Suzuki car came to the place of the missile, I rode in it and went 

to rescue the injured, but  we could not see anything because of the thick dust and we heard 

the sounds of screams, but the driver could not get off after the falling of  two other  missiles  

in the nearby  street in " AlHamidiyah " near the Al Takaya St, then  we headed to Famiks field  

hospital, and ambulances began to  go to the place of the bombing, and a number of cars 

were loaded with the wounded people, where I saw five wounded, two of whom died one of 

them was Boraay whose face was blue because of the extreme pressure caused by the 

explosion. 

my injury  was mild proportion of other injuries, as there were two  cases of  amputation, one 

of them was hand amputated of a young man and the other leg amputated of a person aged 

about 40 years, at that moment I  began to scream of  pain and asked them to take the 

shrapnel out of  my belly and my feet, so they entered me  to the operating room where I  

stayed three hours.the patient witness  did not realize that the explosion was caused by a 

missile and not because of the warplane until he entered the hospital where the witness 

Jassem indicated: "The explosion  was the result of a missile -type Grad, a type that does not 

exist in the military location  in the mountain which  overlooked the city, and  which usually 

bombed it.  The bombing was from the security state branch, a piece of information from a 

member of the armed battalions. 

The strange topic that the region, which was targeted by a missile, there were not a military 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWn42nnjwEc
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headquarters in at all but schools and  market, starting from  Al Yakaza Club to AlMfareej  

oven, a region which had the impact of the bombing. As facades of houses and shops were 

damaged, and one floor of a building on the street was burned. It was expected to be the 

building on which the missile fell on, and it was not the first time that this type of missiles 

were used as they fell previously on neighborhoods on  Alhoiqh, Alajabilh. " 

 

 

 
The map shows the location of the salt mine in Al Tibni, west of DeirEzzor 
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AlAredi  bombing in DeirEzzor city: 

At the end of 2013 ALAredi St was bombed in the city of DeirezZor  a missile fell on a residential 

buildings and the targeted street in Al Aredi St, in spite of there was not  any military sites in it. 

The Witness Jassem al-Ali said about the bombing: "While I was in my house, which is located in 

Al Aredi St in the city of DeirEzzor at eight in the evening, I heard the roar of a missile over the 

side of the house, then it fell into the street. the building was shocked and electricity turned off, 

so I ran around and rushed to the place of the missile after about ten minutes another missile 

landed in the street, then I heard the screams of women and children while the first floor in the 

building on which the missile fell above was burning. In this building, there were only civilians, 

and then a car (type of van) which was belonging to one of the battalion came and turned on 

the lights to be able to view and rescue the injured people. 

There was a child at about twelve years suffering from head injury in addition to two young 

men slightly wounded. 

The first missile caused heavy destruction and the walls collapsed on the street which hindered 

both ambulances and the fire engines from entering the street, so the local people put out the 

fire with blankets and water, as they were filling water from a fire engine and put the fire off . 

Because there was not any military headquarters in the street where I lived, on the contrary, 

there was a civilian family, while there was the headquarters of Jabhat alNosra in the street 

behind ours. " 

 

Bombing a building in Al Takaya street in DeirEzzor city: 

In the first day of Eid al-Adha on Oct 15,2015 a building which was located behind AlKanamat St 

in DeirEzzor was bombed, which led to its collapse and at least a civilian was wounded. Jassim 

talked about this case, he said: "At one pm I was at house in AlAredi St and I heard the roar of 

two warplanes I saw one of them while the other could not be seen - the SU usually could not 

be seen - then I heard a loud explosion, then I saw the rise of a thick column of smoke from the 

Al Takaya St and specifically at AlGhadeer bookshop. 

I went to the explosion place, and saw a building of six floors collapsed on the ground it was   

inhabited by two families while the ground floor was IEDs warehouse for the battalion Jund al-

Rahman, as the result of bombing the building the IEDs exploded which led to the collapse of 

the entire building. 

The local council could not remove the rubble until after 3 hours, due to the lack of adequate 

equipment (there was only one bulldozer), and when they started to remove the rubble, 

 a hand of someone appeared from the rubble, he was screaming get me get me out, I saw him 

with my own eyes, then he was got out, he was bleeding. They took him to Farmkes hospital, 

but later I heard that he died. 

I had no knowledge of the existence of the elements of the battalion in the building during the 

shelling and the Jund al-Rahman battalion did not authorize this, I also did not know the 

existence of the two families in the building during the targeting where there were four injuries 

among the civilians who were nearby the place of the bombing and the nearby shops were 

damaged significantly. " 
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8th - Anti-ISIS Coalition Attacks 

1. The bombing of the salt mine in Altibni in the west of DeirEzzor 

 Warplanes which likely belong to the international alliance that led by USA has targeted the 

salt mine in the west of DeirEzzor on Sep 30th, 2014, which the “ISIS”  has changed  it to a 
military headquarters causing great damage, and the witness Fares Alkheder  who met with him 

one of the Observatory researchers reported "that the mine is located in a high area away from 

the town. And this mine is rich with salt, which is the only mine in Syria and has huge buildings 

and equipment for the extraction of salt." 

He added: "At about eleven o'clock noon several warplanes (about four to five warplanes) are 

likely belong to the alliance troops have raided – due to the force of the blast and its intensity 

and the firing of rockets from a high place - and every warplane raided twice and each time 

fired two rockets which are an interstitial type, and the warplane alternated in bombing the 

place, between each strike and other on the salt mine  two minutes, which was a military site 

for “ISIS”  site, and according to the remote viewing15 there was a huge destruction, as the salt 

mine has been settled on earth and for the victims there are no details.". 

Mohammed Almohammed (nickname) who is from Alkasra, said: “The salt mine, which covers 
(65 %) of the need of Syria, was taken by the “ISIS” as a military site for them”. 

He added: 

 "Four warplanes belonging to the international alliance troops that led by the United States 

at 4 am on Sep 30, 2014 raided suddenly16 on the salt mine.  As each warplane raided twice 

and in each raid, has fired two rockets, while the bombing has distributed on the mine 

building, the entrance of the mine and the main centre. " 

 

As for the magnitude of the destruction of the site a witness confirmed: "that it is more than 

(70%), and there is no accurate information about the victims because the secrecy of the “ISIS” 
, and for the “ISIS”  injured people they have been ministry in Alraqqa which is about 90 km 
away from the salt mine, as the warplanes was F-16 type, and fired interstitial rockets. 

 

                                                           
15 The witness could not get close, because of the salt mine was an "ISIS" military base. 
16 The witness means that we usually hear the roaring of the warplane before the sound of shelling. 
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The map shows the location of the salt mine in Al Tibni, west of DeirEzzor 
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9th - Targeting the bridges in the province of DeirEzzor 

 

1. The bombing of Al Syasia Bridge in DeirEzzor city 

warplanes, likely they were Russian, bombed AlSyasia bridge in the city of DeirEzzor on 

 Oct 6, 2016 of six raids that led to destroying it almost entirely and put it out of the service. 

 

 

The picture shows bombed AlSyasia bridge in the city of DeirEzzor 

 

The witness Salim (neck name) said to the justice Observatory, who was present at the 

bombing site: "sound of the explosion was strange it was different from the regular raids, and I 

felt that the earth was shaking and its vibration lasted until the second explosion, which took 

the bridge out of the service fully. the civilians were also killed as the result of the bridge 

bombing”. 
The destruction of AlSyasia bridge in the city of DeirEzzor which is under the control of “ISIS”, 
cut off the communication between the two banks of the Euphrates River, fully, and the bridge 

is considered the only exit and a lifeline for civilians in the city, which connected it  with the 

countryside, where all types of food and medicines enter by it. 

 

2. Bombing Almayadin Bridge in the east of DeirEzzor  

On Sep 9, 2016 warplanes, they are likely an international coalition led by the United States, 

bombed the linking bridge between Almayadin city and Zeban town in the eastern countryside 

of DeirEzzor, which put it out of the service altogether. this bridge served civilians who traveled 

daily between the two sides of it. 
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 The picture shows bombed bridge between Almayadin city 

 

 Radwan said, who was a witness of the bombing of the bridge: 

"There was a flight of warplanes in the skies of Almayadin city for nearly a quarter-hour, and 

then the sound of their machine guns opened fire, was heard, and then a loud explosion from 

the side of the bridge and the explosion sound was at about eleven-thirty at night, the flight 

stayed in the air for nearly a half hour, and then hearing the sound of several other 

explosions. In the morning, we found that the explosions which we heard at night, targeted 

the bridge linking Almayadin city and Zeban town. The bombing of Almayadin Bridge caused 

the cutting off the communication among the villages in the other bank of the river from 

Almayadin city, where  the other side lacked of  hospitals and markets, and the bombing  led 

to paralysis and stagnation in Almayadin market as a result of the targeting of the bridge, 

forcing residents to use ferries and ships to move between the two banks of the river that 

loaded a large financial burden on the local people”. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/p8ryD-CVpeM
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10th - Recommendations 

The Observatory demands: 

1. To halt all indiscriminate attacks and disproportionate attacks on civilian areas and 

civilian objects. 

2. UN Special Envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura:  

A - Pressing on the Syrian government and the Russian government to stop the bombing 

of civilians and full compliance with international humanitarian law. 

B- Pressing on the international coalition led by the United States to avoid the bombing 

of civilians and vital installations in DeirEzzor province and open investigations into 

incidents in which the victims were civilians, for example, (house of  Khamis Al Matar) in 

the town of AbuKamal, east of DeirEzzor. 

3. As a result of indiscriminate attacks against the civilian population, thousands of civilians 

were obliged  to flee DeirEzzor province, to the other provinces of Syria, and reports 

arrived to the Observatory informed that the Syrian security troops and the protection 

units  of the people of self-rule prevented the entry of civilians into the areas  that they 

controlled, and therefore the observatory of Syrian government and  self-rule demands  

to allow the  civilians to enter the areas under their control. 

4. To halt all targeting processes that affect the infrastructure, including bridges and ovens 

and vital installations, which supports hundreds of thousands of civilians every day in 

the general of DeirEzzor province, and the observatory reminds all parties of the conflict 

that any targeting of infrastructure will cause devastating consequences for civilians. 

5. The countries concerned of pressing on the parties of the conflict to halt hostilities and 

the targeting of civilians in preparation for a return to negotiations. 

6. To respect international humanitarian law and respect for human rights and the 

necessity to hold accountable the violation of them. 

7. To minimize civilian casualties to a minimum and to stop indiscriminate attacks on the 

civilian population. 

8. To prevent the use of internationally prohibited weapons. 

9. To protect the cultural heritage and archaeological sites in the province of DeirEzzor 

even from indiscriminate attacks, disproportionate or taking them as military sites. 

10. To work on taking the necessary measures to bring the situation to the judiciary 

including the International Criminal Court or the special courts and calling the Security 

Council in this process to shoulder its responsibilities and to start a genuine procedure 

to ensure accountability and impunity. 

11. Pressing on actors and stakeholders to enter into a comprehensive peace process and 

respect the Syrian human rights and international humanitarian law. 

 

 

https://jfldz.org/?p=3180
https://jfldz.org/?p=3985



